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ABSTRACT 
A method for accelerating linear iterations in a Banach space is studied as a linear 
iterative method in an augmented space, and sufficient conditions for convergence are 
derived in the general case and in ordered Banach spaces. An acceleration of 
convergence takes place if an auxiliary functional is chosen sufficiently close to a dual 
eigenvector associated with a dominant simple eigenvalue of the iteration operator; in 
this case, the influence of this eigenvalue on the asymptotic rate of convergence is 
eliminated. Quantitative estimates and bounds on convergence are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [8], we have studied the convergence of an iterative 
method for solving a system of linear equations x* = Ax* + b, 
x k+1,2=4+b, xk+l =xk+l,d’/s’(l - A)Xk+1,2’ 
where s’ is a given auxiliary row vector, and we have derived a bound on 
convergence for the case when A is a nonnegative matrix, s’> 0, s’A s cxs’, 
(Y < 1, b 2 0, and x0 2 0, 
limsupllxk - x*ll”k 6 (Y% 
k+cc 
This iterative method is a particular case of an aggregation method proposed 
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in different implementations independently by Dudkin and ErSov [4], by 
Miranker and Pan [13], and by Sekerka [16], and further studied by Chatelin 
and Miranker [2] and by Mandel and Sekerka [9]. A survey of numerous 
related works of Soviet authors can be found in [3] and [19]. 
In this paper, we analyze a generalization of the method for operator 
equations in Banach spaces using the standard theory of linear operators 
[5, 181 and the theory of K-positive operators as surveyed by Marek [ll]. In 
[8], we have used an ad hoc algebra of operators in a projective space. The 
proofs presented here are simpler; they substantially extend the results 
obtained in [17], [7], and [8], and complement the results of [13] and [2]. Our 
proofs also cover the case when a splitting of a positive type [ll] or several 
iterations are used instead of xk+ r,a = Ax, + b. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The letters j to n always denote nonnegative integers. Let X be a real 
Banach space with a norm ]I. ]I embedded in its complexification Y with the 
norm ]]z]] = sup{ llxcoscp + ysinq]]: ‘p E (0,2a)}, z = x + iy, i2 = - 1, x, y E 
X. [Xl, [Y] denote the spaces of all bounded linear transformations of X and 
Y respectively into themselves. For T E [Xl, its complex extension is denoted 
by the same symbol, T E [Y], Tz = TX + iTy, z = x + iy, x, y E X. I denotes 
the identity operator; R(h, T) = (AI - T)-‘, h E C, is the resolvent operator 
of T E [Y] or of the complex extension of T E [Xl; p(T)= {A EC : R(X, T) 
E [Y]} is the resolvent set; a(T)= C \ p(T) is the spectrum; and 
r(T) = sup{ ]h]: h E a(T)} = n@m llTnlll/” = i;f]]r”]]‘/” 
is the spectral radius of an operator T E [Y ] or T E [Xl. We say that A is a 
pole of T if h is a pole of the resolvent operator of T. h is a simple 
eigenvalue of T if A is a simple pole of T, and the associated eigenspaces are 
one-dimensional. 
A linear functional w’ E X’ is extended to w’ E Y’ by w’x = w’x + iw’y, z 
= x + iy’x, y E X. For u E Y and o’ E Y’, the tensor product uv’ is the 
rank-one operator UV’ E [Y], (uv’)x = u( v’x) for all x E Y. For T E [Y] and 
o’ E Y’, v’T E Y’ is defined as the composition of the mappings v’ and T. A 
similar notation is adopted on the real Banach space X. This notation is 
compatible with the finite-dimensional case, when x E Y are column vectors, 
y’ E Y’ are row vectors, and linear operators are represented by matrices. 
We shall use the augmented space Y x C with elements written as column 
e-vectors (x, t)‘, x E Y, t E C. Operators from [Y x C] will be written as 
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2-by-2 matrices 
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where T E [Y 1, f E Y, h’ E Y’, and t E C. Bounded linear functionals on 
Y X C are row 2vectors (z’, t’), 2’ E Y’, t’ E C. The usual rules of multiplica- 
tion of block matrices and block vectors apply. 
LEMMA 1. Let T E [Y], T = A + I?, A, BE [Y], A be compact, and 
r(B) < r(T). Then any h E a(T) such that IhI > r(B) is a pole of T. 
Proof. See [5, Chapter 8, Section 8, Lemma 21, and also [12]. n 
Operators T satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 1 are called Radon- 
Nikolskii operators [lo]. 
Let the Banach space X be ordered [ 11, 61 by a cone K c X, K # {O}, 
K f0, K + KC K, tK C K for all t 20, K (7( - K)= (0). We assume [ll] 
that the cone K is closed, normal (i.e., there exists a constant N such that 
JJxJJ =< NJ/y/J for all x, y such that x E K and y-x E K), and generating 
(X=K-K). 
We shall write x 2 y if x - y E K, x 2 y if x - y E K \ {0}, and x > y if 
xzy and z’(x-y)#Oforall z’eK’\{O}, where K’={n’~X’:x’xzO 
for all x >= 0} is the dual cone. Similarly, x’ 2 y’ if x’- y’ E K’, x’ 2 y’ if 
x’-y’EK’\{O},andx’>y’if(x’-y’)x#Oforallx20,andx’~y’.The 
reIation x 5 y is defined as y 2 x, etc. 
An operator T E [X] is K-positive if TK c K, and T is K-primitive (called 
nonsupporting in [ll]) if T is K-positive and for every x 2 0, y’ 2 0, there 
exists n(x, y’) such that y’T”x # 0 for all m > n(x, y’). 
LEMMA 2. Let T E [X] be a Radon-Nikolskii operator, r(T) > 0. lf T is 
K-positive, then 
(i) there exist eigenvectors x 2 0, TX = r(T)x, and y’ 2 0, yT = r(T)y’; 
(ii) ifs’ > 0 and s’T s as’, then r(T) s a. 
Zf T is K-primitive, then 
(iii) there exist eigenvectors x > 0, y’ > 0 associated with r(T), and r(T) is 
a simple dominant eigenvalue of T, i.e., there exists a constant p such that 
1x1 s p < r(T) for all A E a(T), X # r(T); 
(iv) if x 2 0 and TX 5 ax, then r(T) 5 CY. 
Proof. See [6], [ll], [15]. n 
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Lemma 2 summarizes all properties of K-positive operators needed in our 
proofs. 
If X = Iw n and K is the cone of all vectors with nonnegative components, 
the above definitions reduce to the usual definitions of ordering in Iw” and 
nonnegative and primitive matrices. In that case, Lemma 2 follows from the 
Perron-Frobenius theory [20]. 
3. A GENERAL CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 
Let Y be an arbitrary complex Banach space, B E [Y], g E Y, w’ E Y’, and 
assume that there exists a solution x* to the system 
x* = Bx* + g, wrx* = 1. (1) 
(See note added in proof.) Consider an iterative method 
The iterative method mentioned in the introduction is a particular case of (2) 
for B = A, w’= s’(Z - A)/s’b, and g = b. In order to be able to analyze (2) 
as a linear stationary iterative process, we replace it by 
Zk+l=Bzk+tkg, tk+l=w’zk+l. (3) 
If z0 = x0 and t,, = 1, then xk = zk/tk for all k if no division by zero occurs in 
(2), which is easily seen to be equivalent to t, f 0 for all k. Using the notation 
for the augmented space Y XC, we rewrite (3) as 
jf:::) =w( !:)a where W=( wyB :,i. 
The equations (1) imply that W(x*, 1) = (x*, 1). 
Using the rules of multiplication of block matrices and vectors, we get 
(5) 
and U, U-i E [Y x C]. The following theorem is an immediate consequence 
of the formula (5). 
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THEOREM 1. Let r((Z-x*w’)B)=cw<l. Then r(W)=1 is (I simpb 
eigenvalue of the operator W, x* is the unique solution of the system (l), and 
there is a unique nonzero dual eigenvector (up to multiplication by a nonzero 
scalar) (z’, t’) E (Y X C)', (z', t’)W = (z’, t’). The iterations (3) converge to 
(tx*, t), t # 0, if and only if 
z’zo + t’to # 0. (6) 
Zf this condition is satisfied, then 
zk /I II 
,1/k 
limsup --x* $ a. 
k-co tk 
Since r(W) is a simple eigenvalue, (z’, t’) (x*, 1)’ f 0; consequently, the 
condition (6) is satisfied if to = 1 and z,, is sufficiently close to x*. 
Zf (I - B)-’ E [Y], then (z’, t’)W=(z’, t’) implies that z’= w’B(Z - 
B)- ‘t ‘; hence z0 = 0, to = 1 satisfy (6). 
Zf (I - B)-’ E [Y] and w’= s’(Z - B), then z’= s’(Z - B)B(Z - B)-‘t’ 
= s’Bt’. From (3), z’zl + t’t, = t’s’Bz, + t’s’(Z - B)z, = t’s’zl. In this case, 
the condition (6) is satisfied if and only if s’zl # 0; cf. [8]. 
Zf B is K-positive, r(B) < 1, and w’B 2 0, then z’>= 0 for t’= 1. The 
condition (6) is satisfied for all z,, 2 0, to = 1. 
4. CONVERGENCE IN ORDERED BANACH SPACES 
In all theorems in this section, it is assumed that the equations (1) hold. 
THEOREM 2. Let r(B) -C 1, x* 2 0, and B + gw’ be K-primitive. Then 
r((Z - x*w’)B) < 1. 
Proof Assume that AEU((Z-x*w’)B) and [XI> r(B). Since (Z- 
x*w’)B = B - x*w’B is a Radon-Nikolskii operator, X is an eigenvalue and 
there exists an associated eigenvector u. Then v = Bu # 0 is an eigenvector of 
B( Z - x*w’); hence there is a dual eigenvector y’, y’B(Z - x*w’) = h y’. 
Multiplying by x*, we get y’x* = 0. Therefore, 
y’B( I - x*w’) = y’( B - x*w’+ gw’) = y’( B + gw’), 
which implies that X is an eigenvalue of B + gw’. Seeing that (B + gw’)x * = 
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x*, x* 2 0, y'x * = 0, and B + gw’ is a K-primitive Radon-Nikolskii operator, 
an application of Lemma 2 concludes the proof. W 
THEOREM 3. Let B be K-positive, r(B) < 1, 2 0, g ~‘2 0, w’g Z 0, 
u’= w’(Z - B)-’ > 0, and x* > 0. Then T((Z - x*w’)B) < 1. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 2, it suffices to show that the operator 
B + gw’ is K-primitive. Obviously, B + gw’ is K-positive. Let x 2 0, y’> 0, 
n= j+k, jjks j+l,anddenote~=min{l,w’g}>O.Then 
y’(B+gw’)“xzy’ i B’(gw’)j-‘i (gw’)kp’B’x 
l=O I=0 
LP n-ly'(Z+ B+ ... + Bjpl)gw’(Z+ B+ ... +Bk)x>O 
for all sufficiently large 12, because 
y'(Z + B + . . . + Bj-‘)gw’(Z + B + . . . + Bk)x 
-y'x*u'x>O, n-co. n 
The assumptions w’g # 0 and u’ > 0 will be certainly satisfied if w’ > 0 
and all the other assumptions of Theorem 3 hold, which covers the case when 
w’ = s’(Z - A) > 0, g L 0, x* > 0, and B is obtained by a splitting of a 
positive type of A [ll, 12, 201. 
Now consider the case when w’= s’(Z - A), A,(Z - A)-’ E [Xl, x* = 
Ax* + b, s’b = 1 (this assumption is made only in order to simplify notation; 
the result is extended to the general case s’b f 0 by a scalar multiplication), 
and AB = BA. The method considered in this paper was originally proposed 
and analyzed in this context with B = A [17, 7, 14, 81. Then 
(I-x*w’)B=(Z-(I-A)-‘bs’(Z-A))B 
=(Z-A)pl(Z-bs’)B(Z-A); 
hence 
r((Z - x*w’)B) = r((Z - bs’)B). 
THEOREMS. Let B be K-positive, r(B) 2 a, s’B = as’ - h’, s’ > 0, h’ 2 0, 
b 2 0, and s’b = 1. Then r((Z - bs’)B) s a. 
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Proof. Assume that X E o((Z - bs’)B), ]h] > r(B). Since (I - bs’)B = B 
- bs’i? is a Radon-Nikolskii operator, there is an eigenvector x # 0, (I - 
bs’)Br = Ax, and multiplying by s’ we get s’x = 0. As in the proof of 
Theorem 2, 
Ax = (I - bs’)Bx = (B - cubs’+ bh’)x = (B + bh’)x. 
Seeing that B + bh’ is a K-positive Radon-Nikolskii operator and s’(B + bh’) 
= as’, we conclude from Lemma 2 that r( B + bh’) = a, and hence (A 15 a. n 
Under additional constraints imposed upon the operator B and/or the 
cone K, s’B $ as’, s’ > 0, and B being K-positive imply that r(B) 6 (Y; see 
Lemma 2 and [6]. In particular, the assumption r(B) 5 a is superfluous in the 
finite-dimensional case. 
The theorems in this section imply convergence of the iterations (3) in the 
space Y XC or X X R; if all t, # 0, then the iterations (2) are convergent as 
well. The last condition is guaranteed to hold e.g. if B is K-positive, x0 = z0 2 0, 
to = 1, w’ 2 0, g 2 0, and w’g # 0. 
5. ASYMPTOTIC ACCELERATION OF CONVERGENCE 
In the previous section, we have proved several conditions implying that 
r((Z - x*w’)B) < 1. Now we show that under certain assumptions it holds 
that r((Z - x*w’)B) < r(B). The case when xk+i in (3) is computed by m 
iterations by B leads to a comparison of r((Z - x*w’)B”‘) with r(B”) = 
[r(W”. 
THEOREMS. Let X 0 be a simple eigenvalue of B E [Y 1, and assume that 
IhI < IX,1 = r(B) for all X E o(B), h # A,, h, # 0. Then there is a spectral 
decomposition 
B = h,xy’+ B,, 4BJ < 4% 
where y’x = 1, Bx = X,x, y’B = A,y’, B,x = 0, y’B, = 0, and the following 
hold: 
(i) Zf u E Y and y’u = 1, then for any E > 0 there is a 8 > 0 such that 
r((Z- uv’)B)< T(B~)+E for all ~‘EY’, llv’- y’lJ < 6. 
(ii) Let u E Y, v’ E Y’, v’u = 1, and denote 11 - y’uu’r) = y. Then 
r((Z-uv’)Bnl)=yr(Bm)+U(IIB~ll), m+oo, if y#O, 
~((Z-~V’)B~)=U((~(B~)~~B~~~)~‘~), m-+co, if y=O. 
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In particdur, r((Z - uu’)B*) < f(P) [respectively, r((Z - uv’)P) > r(P)] 
holds for all sufficiently large m if y < 1 [respectively, y > 11. 
Proof The existence of the decomposition follows from the operator 
theory [S, 181. 
(i): Since r(TU) = r(UT) for any T, U E [Y], we find using the spectral 
decomposition of B for the case y’ = o’, 
r((Z - uy’)B) = r((A,xy’+ &)(I - uy’)) 
= r(B,(Z - uy’)) = r((Z - uy’)B,) = r(&). (7) 
The rest of the proof follows from upper semicontinuity of the spectral radius 
as a functional on the space [Y 1. 
(ii): Assume that y f 0. Denote T, = (I - uv’)Bmhgm = zy’+ S,,,, .z = (I 
- uu’)x, S,,, = (I - uv’)B~&jm, b,,, = IlS,ll. Note that y = ly’n] and b, + 0. 
By a standard argument [S], A E p(T,) if A E p(zy’) and 
By a direct computation, 
R(X,zrJ’)=~(Z-& . 1 
Let IXI>cb, and IA-y’nl>cb,. Since ly’n] = y, either (A] 2 y/2 or 
]h - y’z] 2 y/2; in the former case, 
[If&i, zy’)I(b, 5 ZY-‘(I+ II~y’llc-lb;l)&,, 
and in the latter case, 
Since b,,, -+ 0, there exists a constant c such that the inequality (8) holds for all 
sufficiently large m. For these m, 
o(T,)c {A~~:lIhl~cb~orIh-y’zl~cb,}. (9) 
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If X E p(T,) for all X such that ]A - y’z] 5 cb,,,, and an infinite sequence 
of m, then by (9), ]A - y’z] 5 y/2 implies X E p(T,) for an infinite sequence 
of m. Denote by C the circle ]A - y’z] = y/2. Since 
R&T,)= [Z-R@,zy')S,] -lR(kzY')> 
sup{IIR(A,T,,JII:~-2} =0(l)> m+co, 
where 
and R(X, T,) is analytic for IX - y’x] 2 y/2, we get a contradiction, 
O#j$,.zy’)dh=~~(h)dX=Cl(b,,,), m-+00. 
So r(T,) = y + U(b,), and the proposition follows by a homogeneity 
argument. 
If y = 0 and ]A] > c(]&,]“]]Z?;“]]) “’ then with the same x as above, 
R(h, ATzy’) = A-‘I + hp2A;zy’, y’z = 6, and 
II W? WY’> IW - 4B,” II 
5 c-‘III - utlll[ (IIB,mll(Aoyy2+ c-‘(lzy’ll] < 1; 
hence h E p((Z - w’)ZF) for some c and all sufficiently large m. w 
So an acceleration of convergence takes place if the auxiliary functional 
w’, or s’, is sufficiently close to the dual eigenvector y’, or y < 1 and m is 
sufficiently large. The latter observation is closely related to the experience 
that it is best not to aggregate again until the rate of convergence returns to 
its asymptotic value r(B) ([l]; cf. also [13] and [2]). 
THEOREM 6. Let B, A,, x, y’B, be as in Theorem 5 and, in addition, 
x 2 0, y’2 0, u 2 0, ~‘10, v’u = 1, and 
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Then 
r((z - uv’)B”) s r(B’“)( 4 - lj+o(llB;II), m+cQ, 
if(~#j3,andr((Z-uv’)B”)=r(B;“)forallmifa=j?. 
Zn particular, r((Z - uv’)B”‘) < r(B”) for all su.ciently large m if 
p -=z 2cx. 
Proof. First let (Y < B. Then (YV’X s y’x 5 Bv’x and (YV’U $ y’u 5 pv’u, 
which implies that l/B s v’x 5 l/o and (Y 5 y’u s B; hence 
- p-1 <1-y3&+. 
( 1 (Y - 
- 
Since 1 - a/B = (P/a - l)a//3 < B/a - 1, we get y = II- y’uv’xI5 B/a - 1, 
and Theorem 5(ii) applies. 
If LY = B, then y ’ = (YV’, and the proposition follows by reasoning similar to 
(7). n 
EXAMPLE. Let X = R2, u = (&,&)‘, v’= (l,l), x = (1, [)‘/2[, y’= ([,l). 
Then V’U = y’x = 1. Let B = h,xy’, A, > 0. Then 
r((Z - uv’)Bm) = A;/1 - y’uv’x~ 
is zero for E = 1 and greater than X$ for sufficiently small 5 > 0. 
Z would like to thank Professor Zvo Marek for stimulating discussions 
which led to a general setting of the present paper, Dr. Bohusluv Sekerka for 
an introduction to the problem, and Professor Frarqoise Chatelin for very 
helpful comments. 
Note added in proof We interpret (1) as follows: Let A E [Y], b E Y, 
and s’ E Y’ be given such that s’b # 0 and the problem x* = Ax* + b has a 
solution. xk+ r = Bxk + g is some consistent iterative method for the problem 
x* = Ax* + b, and w’ = s’(Z - A)/s’b. 
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